From: Moutsoglou, Alex
Sent: Wednesday, October 5, 2016 8:01 PM
Subject: Pi Tau Sigma News

Greetings,
I hope your semester is going well. A few items of interest:

 The 2017 Pi Tau Sigma convention will take place February 24 through the 26th, 2017, at Drexel
University in Philadelphia, PA. This year the national office will be able to support one student
member from each chapter that attends the convention with a $450 travel stipend. The stipend
will be provided with a check written to your chapter name or advisor and will be distributed at
the convention on Saturday afternoon. So start planning your trip to Philadelphia.
 The 2018 convention will be held at the University of Miami at Coral Gables, Florida tentatively
set for February 26 through 28, 2018.
 The new Pi Tau Sigma website is currently under construction and it is being updated, as new
features are being added. You can reach it at www.pitausigma.org or www.pitausigma.net, and
it does provide some of the most vital information.

 Each chapter president of all Pi Tau Sigma chapters, in good standing or not, can submit
their chapter's vote by ranking the top 3 chapters for Best Outstanding Performance and
top 3 chapters for Best Outstanding Service awards, via an e-mail to
alex.moutsoglou@sdstate.edu and akontsos@coe.drexel.edu. A vote may include the
same chapter for both awards. In judging, please put emphasis on volunteer community
activities, charity fundraisers, and chapter activities including initiations. The extent of
each chapter's contribution in organizing events/activities and level of participation
should be documented. A vote is valid only if three chapters are ranked in each category
for a total of 6 chapter names. In submitting your votes please identify your name,
chapter position, and chapter name. Please write PTS Outstanding Awards in the subject
line of your e-mail. A chapter may not vote for itself. Please submit your votes by
December 15.
Auburn Chi; Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Phi Psi; Cooper Union Pi Phi; Drexel Xi;
Louisiana Tech Tau Xi; Michigan Pi Rho; Missouri Epsilon; Montana State Tau Rho;
NJIT Tau Theta; Rochester Delta Pi; South Carolina Delta Tau; Texas Tech Sigma
Epsilon; UIC Alpha Sigma
You can find the report summary pdf files of the thirteen chapters at the website,
www.pitausigma.org, under the AWARDS/PTS Chapter Awards tab on the menu bar,
near the bottom of the page
Please remember to send your votes by December 15, as this is one of the requirements
that you need to fulfill for the good standing status. I will be sending another reminder as
the deadline approaches.

 Finally, please remember when submitting your initiation for registration, to attach a
scanned copy of the initiation roll page with the names and signatures of the initiates and
the PTS officers conducting the ceremony. Also, when filling the registration form,
please remember that initiates need to enter their non-university emails (Gmail, Hotmail,
Yahoo mail, etc.)
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Alex Moutsoglou
Secretary-Treasurer
Pi Tau Sigma

SCEH 216, Box 2219
Brookings, SD 57007
605 691-4557

